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A Study of the Performance of the Tracker 
and Calorimeter for the COMET Experiment

5タイプのシンボルロゴ

タイプのシンボルロゴは、それぞれ十分検討したうえでシンボルとロゴを組み合せて

あります。原則として、これ以外のやり方で、シンボルとロゴタイプを組み合わせるこ

とはできません。

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプ、
および英文ロゴタイプを天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプを
天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと和文ロゴタイプを
左右方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと英文ロゴタイプを
天地方向に組み合わせたタイプ

シンボルと英文ロゴタイプを
左右方向に組み合わせたタイプ

天地方向の組み合せ 左右方向の組み合せ
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COMET Experiment

1. Crystal-segmented calorimeter
✦ ~2000 crystals (~1m diameter)

2. LYSO inorganic crystal scintillator
✦ High density (7.1 g/cm3), high light yield (70% NaI), and 

fast decay constant (40 nsec)

3. 10×10 mm2 APD photo sensor
4. Temperature monitor
5. LED calibration source
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Straw Tube Tracker
Measures momentum w/ σP < 200 keV/c.

ECAL
 (Electron Calorimeter)

Measures energy and time-of-flight.
Triggers readout.

High intensity proton beam @ J-PARC
Phase-I (2022)

Sensitivity of ~ 10−15

Beam measurement programme to 
 investigate profiles of time,  
 momentum, and particle kinds.

Phase-II (202x)
Sensitivity of ~ 10−18

Very low branching ratio in the SM.

In physics beyond the SM,

 A clear signal of new physics
 Decay In Orbit is the most severe BG.
  → Good momentum resolution required
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the DIO electrons is presented in Section 17.2. In this study, the momentum cut of 103.6 MeV/c <
Pe < 106.0 MeV/c, where Pe is the momentum of electron, is determined as shown in Fig. 107 [61].
According to this study, the contamination from DIO electrons of 0.01 events is expected for a single
event sensitivity of the µ−N → e−N conversion of 3.1× 10−15.
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Figure 106: Left: Distributions of the reconstructed µ−N → e−N conversion signals and reconstructed DIO
events. The vertical scale is normalized so that the integrated area of the signal is equal to one event with its
branching ratio of B(µN → eN) = 3.1× 10−15. Right: The integrated fractions of the µ−N → e−N conversion
signals and DIO events as a function of the low side of the integration range and the high side of the integration
range is 106 MeV/c. The momentum window for signals is selected to be fro 103.6 MeV/c to 106 MeV/c so
that the DIO contamination would be 0.01 events.

16.1.4 Time window for signals

The muons stopped in the muon-stopping target have the lifetime of a muonic atom. The lifetime
of muons in aluminium is about 864 nanoseconds. The µ−N → e−N conversion electrons can be
measured between the proton pulses to avoid beam-related background events. However, some beam-
related backgrounds would come late after the prompt timing, such as pions in a muon beam. There-
fore, the time window for search is chosen to start at some time after the prompt timing. As discussed
in Section 16.2, the starting time of time window of measurement of 700 nanoseconds is assumed,
although it would be optimized in the future offline analysis.

The acceptance due to the time window cut, εtime, can be given by,

εtime =
Ntime

Nall
, (9)

Ntime =
n!

i=1

" t2+Tsep(i−1)

t1+Tsep(i−1)
N(t)dt, (10)

where Nall and Ntime are the number of muons stopped in the target and the number of muons which
can decay in the window, respectively, Tsep is the time separation between the proton pulses, t1 and t2
are the start time and the close time of the measurement time window, respectively, and n indicates
the window for the nth pulse. The time distribution of the muon decay timing N(t) is obtained by
Monte Carlo simulations. In our case, t1 and t2 are 700 nsec and 1100 nsec, respectively and Tsep is
1.17 µsec, and εtime of 0.3 is obtained.

16.1.5 Net Acceptance of signals

it is assumed that the efficiencies of trigger, DAQ, and reconstruction efficacy are about 0.8 for each.
From these, the net acceptance for the µ−N → e−N conversion signal, Aµ-e = 0.043 is obtained. The
breakdown of the acceptance is shown in Table 24.
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B(µ�Al⇥ e�Al) � O(10�15)

B(µ�Al� e�Al) < O(10�54)
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ਤ 4.2: Saint-Gobainࣾ LYSO݁থɻ ਤ 4.3: APD S8664-1010ɻ

LYSO ݁থɺࣹࡐɺAPDɺLEDɺAPD ൘ɺεϖʔαʔج 1 ͔ͭͣͭΒͳΔɻ·ͨɺॎԣ

2 × 2ͷηάϝϯτݕग़ثͷΛݕग़ثϞδϡʔϧͱݺশ͢Δɻ͜Εɺηάϝϯτݕग़ث 4

ͭɺԹܭ 1ͭɺηάϝϯτݕग़ثΛ·ͱΊΔࣹ͔ࡐΒͳΔɻޙ࠷ʹɺॎԣ 4× 4ͷݕग़ث

ϞδϡʔϧͷΛεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧͱݺশ͢Δɻ

ΔͨΊɺਅۭνΣϯόʔʹઃ͢ڀݚΛ࡞ΕΔਅۭதͰͷಈ͞ٻཁ͍͓ͯʹػɺ࣮ػ࡞ࢼ

ஔ͢Δɻ͜ͷਅۭνΣϯόʔ෦ʹεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧΛઃஔ͢ΔɻϙϦςτϥϑϧΦϩΤν

Ϩϯ (PTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene)ͷ۩ʹΑΓɺεʔύʔϞδϡʔϧΛࠨӈͱ্ํ͔

Βԡ͚͑ͭͯ͞ݻఆ͢Δɻ֤ݕग़ثͷ৴߸ϑΟʔυεϧʔج൘Λ௨ͯ͠ɺਅۭνΣϯόʔ

֎ͷલஈ૿෯ثʹೖྗ͢Δɻલஈ૿෯͔ثΒग़ྗ͞ΕΔ৴߸ɺهܗஔΛ༻͍ͯه

͢Δɻ

ҎԼͰ֤ύʔπʹ͍ͭͯड़Δɻ

LYSO݁থ

ECALʹ༻͍Δ LYSO݁থͱͯ͠ɺSaint-Gobainࣾͱ OXIDEࣾͷ͕ީิͱͳ͍ͬͯ

Δɻਤ 4.2ʹ Saint-Gobainࣾͷ LYSO݁থͷࣸਅΛࣔ͢ɻ྆ LYSO݁থͷαΠζɺ࣮

ͱಉ͡ػ 20 × 20 × 120 mm3 Ͱ͋ΔɻຊڀݚͰ྆݁থͷੑࠩʹ͍ͭͯධՁͨ͠ɻ͜Ε

ୈ 4.2ষʹ͓͍ͯड़Δɻ

ثग़ݕޫ

ͱͯ͠ɺদϗτχΫεࣾثग़ݕޫ APD S8664-1010 [40]Λ࠾༻ͨ͠ɻ͜Εडޫ໘ͷ

αΠζ͕ 10 × 10 mm2 Ͱ͋ΓɺLYSO ݁থͷγϯνϨʔγϣϯޫͷ 420 nm ʹରͯ͠

70%Ҏ্ͷޮࢠྔ͍ߴΛͭɻ༻ͨ͠ APDͷࣸਅΛਤ 4.3ʹࣔ͢ɻAPDͱ LYSO݁থ

ɺ1 mmްͷ Eljen TechnologyࣾγϦίϯΫοΩʔ EJ-560 [41]Ͱޫֶతʹଓ͢Δɻ

APDɺԹܭͱ LEDͱಉҰͷج൘ (APDج൘)্ʹઃஔ͢ΔɻAPDͷ৴߸ɺπΠε

τέʔϒϧʹΑͬͯಡΈग़͢ɻECAL جड़ͷதؒޙͰɺ͜ͷέʔϒϧΛܭઃظͷॳػ࡞ࢼ

LYSO crystal

ECAL Prototype

Performance @ 105 MeV
Energy Resolution 3.9%
Position Resolution 7.7 mm

Time Resolution 0.53 nsec

Particle Identification (PID)
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   Different responses of ECAL to e/μ/π were measured @ PSI, 
Switzerland in 2015.
   PID efficiency > 90% is achievable by combining with time-
of-flight (TOF) variable, which is measured by the tracker + ECAL.

ECAL response to e/μ/π PID efficiency evaluated w/ energy(data) + TOF(MC)

Bunched Proton Beam

ECAL Prototype 
& Vacuum Chamber

2×2 Crystals module
wrapped by Al mylar bag
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ECAL Energy Resolution BeamFluc.No0 in Mix Region
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symσObserved 

 w/ Term (d)symσFitted 
 w/o Term (d)symσFitted 

Fitted Stochastic Term (a)
asymσ

 w/o Term (d)totσExtracted 

★ The tracker & ECAL prototypes were tested 
together. (Tohoku Univ. 2017 March)

★ All the detector and electronics worked 
properly.

★ Achieved a vacuum pressure < 1 Pa.
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ͷ૿ՃΛট͕͘ɺLEDͷۦಈʹ͕ੜͨ͡߹ͰɺӨڹΛड͚Δνϟϯωϧ͕ 4νϟ

ϯωϧͷΈͰࡁΉͱ͍͏ར͕͋Δɻ

LEDΛۦಈͤ͞Δࠩಈ৴߸Λ࣮͢ݱΔͨΊʹɺύϫʔτϥϯδελΛ༻͍͕ͯͨ͠ɺ֤

ૉࢠͷݸମ͔ࠩΒ̎ۃͷλΠϛϯάΛଗ͑Δࣄ͔ͬͨ͠ɻͦ͜ͰɺࠩಈΞϯϓΛ༻͍ΔΑ
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8.2 ϏʔϜݧࢼ

2017 3݄ʹɺࠓճͷϏʔϜݧࢼͱಉ͡౦େֶిޫࢠཧֶڀݚηϯλʔʹͯɺϏʔϜࢼ

Λ༧ఆ͍ͯ͠Δɻ͜͜Ͱલड़ͷվྑΛՃ͑ͨݧ ECALػ࡞ࢼͷੑධՁΛ͏ߦɻ·ͨɺετ

ϩʔνϡʔϒඈݕग़ثͱΈ߹Θͤͨݧࢼ͏ߦɻܭࡏݱը͍ͯ͠ΔϏʔϜݧࢼͷηοτ

ΞοϓͷࣜਤΛਤ 8.3ʹࣔ͢ɻ̎ͷ BDCɺετϩʔνϡʔϒඈݕग़ثɺECALΛɺશ

ͯಉҰͷਅۭϘϦϡʔϜʹઃஔ͠ϏʔϜݧࢼΛ͏ߦɻ͜ͷ BDCɺਅۭதͰͷಈ࡞ʹରԠ

ͨ͠όʔδϣϯͰ͋Γɺࡏݱ։ൃதͰ͋Δɻ

ਤ 8.3: 2017 ࣭Ͱ͋ΔײͷηοτΞοϓͷࣜਤɻ༗ݧࢼըதͷϏʔϜܭʹ3݄ BDCͷ

ϓϥενοΫγϯνϨʔγϣϯϑΝΠόʔɺετϩʔνϡʔϒඈݕग़ثͷετϩʔνϡʔ

ϒɺECALͷ LYSO݁থΛਫ৭Ͱදͨ͠هɻ
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Points are shifted slightly for easy to see.
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The position resolution of the straw tube was 
evaluated and achieved the requirement of < 200 μm. 
The gas mixture of Ar:C2H6 showed a better 
performance.
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Figure 11.33: Full-scale prototype; (Left) Partially completed without vacuum wall, (Right) Whole
view of the completed full-scale prototype

2016, with the various momentum electron beam. The setup for the beam test is schemati-
cally shown in Figure 11.34 (Left), and its photo is also shown in Figure 11.34 (Right). Here

Figure 11.34: Test-beam setup; (Left) Schematic view of the setup, (Right) Photo of set up viewing
from the upstream.

“BDC” means the “beam-difining counter” which consists of bidirectional 1-mm-thick scinti-
fibre counters, and “FC” means the “finger counter” which consists of finger-size 1-mm-thick
thin plastic schintillator counters. Trigger signal is made by the coincidence between two FCs
and “TC” (Timing Counter) which consists of high light yield plastic scintillator with the fast
fine-mesh PMT to provide the precise timing measurement. The electron beam momenta is
varied between 50-300 MeV/c.
Figure 11.35 shows the measured detection e�ciency for the gas mixture of Ar/C2H6(50/50) as
a function of applied HV. Straw single e�ciency is measured by counting the number of proper
hits in layer-2 and counting the number of tracks in layer-2 which is reconstructed by the hits
in layer-1 and layer-3. As shown in Figure 11.35 (Left), high enough HV, higher than 1800
V, guarantees the full e�ciency. However, due to the small but finite gap between each straw
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StrawTracker

• Straw Tube Tracker consists of ~2500 straw tubes
• Main tracker for Phase-I beam measurement / Phase-II 

physics measurement
• Operation in vacuum
• 20/12um thick, 9.8/5mmΦ straw tube for Phase-I/Phase-II
• Gas mixture candidates: Ar:C2H6=50:50, Ar:CO2=70:30
• Complete the mass production of Phase-I straw tube

22
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Phase-I straw tubes Full-scale straw tracker prototype

StrECAL Combined Test

Straw Tracker Prototype
1. Full-scale Phase-I straw tube chamber w/ 20 μm thickness

✦ In Phase-II, more thinner tubes (12 μm) will be used.

2. 16 straw tubes (3 layers) / axis
3. Operated in a vacuum chamber.
4. Two candidate gas mixtures

✦ Ar:C2H6 (50:50) and Ar:CO2 (70:30)

Performance of Straw Tracker
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